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Meet Decision-Makers from Thailand
The U.S. Trade and Development Agency is hosting a Business Briefing on May 18, 2022, at 9:00 AM at
USTDA’s Business Center in Arlington, VA. Attending U.S. companies will learn about upcoming clean
power generation projects planned by the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), the stateowned power utility responsible for electric power generation and transmission. The Briefing is part of
USTDA’s Executive Leadership Training Program to familiarize EGAT representatives with state-of-the-art
U.S. technologies, best practices, financing mechanisms and regulatory frameworks to support clean
power generation in Thailand.
BACKGROUND

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND

Thailand’s path to energy transformation offers significant
opportunities for U.S. energy solution providers. Thailand proposes
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2065-2070 under a new energy plan
that could see renewable energy account for a 50% share of its new
power generation.

▪ Learn about upcoming project
opportunities and bidding processes

Thailand’s newly-approved National Energy Plan 2022 supports the
country’s move to green and clean energy while increasing energy
generation capacity to support growing demand. This could lead to
$4.2 billion in investment in the sector.

▪ Form new business partnerships to
support projects

Thailand’s transition will involve retiring inefficient coal-fired power
plants, digitalization of power plants, decentralization of power
supply and deregulation to support third party access in gas and
electricity markets. To reduce emissions, Thailand plans to increase
green generation.

▪. Renewable and clean energy generation,
including solar, wind, hydrogen, biogas,
and biomass

▪ Understand the landscape of Thailand’s
energy transformation
▪ Meet one-on-one with key decisionmakers from EGAT

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

▪ Distributed energy resources
▪ Carbon capture, utilization and storage
▪ Battery and pumped hydro energy
storage systems

ABOUT USTDA
The U.S. Trade and Development Agency helps companies create U.S. jobs through the export
of U.S. goods and services for priority infrastructure projects in emerging economies. USTDA
links U.S. businesses to export opportunities by funding project preparation and partnership
building activities that develop sustainable infrastructure and foster economic growth in
partner countries.
Attendance at this event is limited to U.S. individuals, U.S. firms, or U.S. consultants as defined
by USTDA’s Nationality Source and Origin Requirements available on USTDA’s website at
http://www.ustda.gov/.
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